2013 Pagani Huayra - only 38 delivery miles
only 38 delivery miles
Sold
Year of manufacture 2013
Mileage 38 km / 24 mi
Gearbox Manual
Chassis number ZA9H11EAYYSF76021
Number of seats 2
Number of doors 2
Performance 730 PS / 537 kW / 721 BHP
Drivetrain 2wd
Drive LHD
Interior colour Red
Condition Original condition
Location
Fuel type Petrol
Exterior colour Grey
Car type Coupé
Engine number type M158E60
Exterior brand colour Grigio Clemente Grey
Interior brand colour red / crème

Description
Proud, happy, don’t expect to ever have something so unique in the showroom, impressed, … etc. Just a few words to express what our feelings are when we see this very
exclusive Pagani Huayra in our showroom. And everyone agrees that even a young car like this one fits between classics and young timers due to the actually strange fact that
the car already had a legendary status from new, and will always keep it. This is due to various things that other manufacturers in this class of supercars and hypercars cannot
or hardly achieve.
Studying the car very well, you soon notice how good the general build quality is. A quality of this level is less common in this class than one would expect. Often it seems
beautifully made, but looking better it is not what you thought it would be. The Pagani Huayra has different standards. Here perfection is the standard. Take for instance the
drive technology, for which Mercedes Benz AMG has especially built a 6 liter, V-12 Bi-turbo with 730 hp and no less than 1000 Nm. The powerhouse is fitted to a sequential 7speed gearbox that transfers all the power to the rear wheels. For those who want to be pressed into the leather seats, there is no complaint, because the performance is
phenomenal. Acceleration from 0-100 km is done in 3.2 seconds and the top speed is no less than 370 km/h.
The interior is overwhelming in appearance and quality. Every detail, every switch and every panel is made of high-quality material, with aluminum and the finest leather
predominating. And everything is made with that ever-present perfection. Enthusiasts who prefer a more, lets say, “German” design, also have to admit that it fits the car
beautifully. The design of the interior in particular looks extreme, and it might be, but it is so beautifully made that it is hard to describe. We won’t say anything more about it,
because the photos say it all…
This unique Pagani Huayra was built in 2013 and became part of a foreign collection immediately after delivery by Pagani Germany. The car was also registered there in 2015,
but has never driven on the road. The kilometers made before delivery are still on the counter: only 38 …. The car is therefore still completely new, and shows even at various
places, such as at the entrance and on the pedals, protective film. It is obvious, the car has had it’s prescribed maintenance intervals and all documentation is present.
The color Grigio Clemente Gray is in our opinion one of the most beautiful, and a superb combination with the red and crème leather interior. The fact that the car is completely
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made of carbon can of course also be seen and the dark colored parts is therefore the visible carbon, provided with a clear coat. The structure and the way in which this is
made and finished is therefore visible and very impressive because it is made by hand and is therefore labor-intensive, but above all it requires a high degree of specialization.
The options list includes: Ceramic / Vermiglio leather interior, custom leather clothing and luggage set, rear view camera, parking sensors, medium size seats and red brake
calipers.
This “one owner” Pagani Huayra is one of the fastest and most desirable hypercars and partly due to its absolute new condition and only delivery kilometers, the ultimate
addition to a collection.
PRICE IS EXCLUDING 16% VAT
Technical information:
Engine: V-12 Twin Turbo Mercedes-AMG
Fuelsystem: Bosch HFM injection
Engine capacity: 5980 cc.
Power: 730 bhp. at 5800 rpm.
Torque: 1000 Nm. at 2600 rpm - 4200 rpm
Topspeed: 370 km/h
Acceleration 0-100 km/h: 3.2 sec.
Weight: 1350 kg.
Transmission: 7 speed, sequential
Options:
Ceramic /Vermiglio leather interior
Suitcase set
Rear view camera
Parking sensors
Medium size seats
Red brake calipers
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